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Minnesota has 89 Conservation Districts charged with saving and/or protecting our water and soil resources.

Above: Confluence of the Crow River and the Mississippi River

Follow Us
Our Mission:
“The Wright Soil and Water Conservation District shall provide local leadership
in the conservation and wise use of soil, water and related resources through a
balanced program that protects, restores and improves those resources by
utilizing education, regulation and incentive programs.”

www.wrightswcd.org
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2016 Outstanding Conservationist
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Harlan R. Anderson can be found tucked amidst the ~600 acres of his 1871, 5th generation homestead “Idle Acres,”
just north of Cokato, Minnesota. He is a man who wears many hats—veterinarian, pilot, entrepreneur, writer,
conservationist, and arguably his most important distinction, farmer. He was raised under the guidance of a father and
grandmother who believed firmly in conservation and in agriculture that works with wildlife, instead of against it. These
land stewardship ideals have shaped the way that the Anderson’s (Harlan, his wife and two sons) now manage their
farm. Harlan’s personification of a true conservationist has made him the ideal candidate for the 2016 Wright County
Outstanding Conservationist. Harlan’s choice to continue farming was made in the late 1960s when his father passed
away. At the time, Harlan was attending the University of Minnesota, Twin Cities, and had just gotten accepted into the
veterinary school. He made the impressive decision to attend veterinary school and continue farming the homestead. “If
you think something is a lot of work, it will be. If you don’t think it’s a lot of work, you won’t question it,” Harlan
mused when asked about the double workload.
Since then, Harlan has continued exemplifying conservationist values, and gone on to start his own business, through
which he sells his complete diet horse biscuit made from forage grown on Idle Acres. His hay and alfalfa operation,
which account for over 70% of his acreage, are components of a seamless crop rotation, simultaneously decreasing soil
erosion and improving water quality. Harlan testifies that the crop rotation prevents any pests or “super weeds” from
taking hold, which explains how he manages to apply no insecticides. The alfalfa, which he allows to reach full bloom
for the fiber and protein it provides to the horse biscuit, also provides great opportunities for pollinators, which is
convenient because Idle Acres cooperates with beekeepers to provide space for 160 hives. On the acres in corn,
soybeans are planted into the corn stubble, providing both cover and benefits to wildlife. Cooperation with a local
farmer provides Harlan with liquid swine manure, which he applies through AER-WEY, careful to time application to
maximize efficient uptake and decrease potential runoff.
While some farmers have hesitations about inter-seeding and cover crops, Harlan feels that “you just need to take the
time to learn what works and what doesn’t.” After 25 years, Harlan has developed a seamless process. He reasons that
“with any crop, the environment is always a factor,” but that doesn’t prevent him from operating a profitable business.
He has also been no-till for 25 years, although once or twice every 10 years he uses a moldboard plow, which he
believes is absolutely imperative for incorporation. Lack of unnecessary tilling ensures that Idle Acres is ripe with
healthy soil. Throughout his farming career, Harlan has sought advice on conservation projects, including a wildlife
“duck ditch,” windbreaks, tree-plantings in field lines, cover crops, crop rotation, and manure application. Idle Acres is
also an Agriculture Water Quality Certified farm, a program administered through the SWCD that evaluates a farm in its
entirety. What he appreciates most, “acknowledges when farmers are doing something right.”
Harlan is also no stranger to the political side of agriculture. Active at the legislature, he pushes for cooperation between
agriculture producers and environmentalists, concerned by the increasingly partisan climate at the legislature. However,
the underlying truth known by Harlan and the Anderson family is that nothing is sustainable unless it is profitable.
Harlan works tirelessly to continue learning and continue experimenting to find better ways to increase profitability and
benefit the environment. “You learn what works and what doesn’t work, and you always keep learning. There’s always
an exciting day tomorrow.” Harlan’s advice is to be open-minded, and receptive to new ideas for ways to improve.

Left—Harlan and Mary at the Minnesota Association of Soil and Water Conservation Districts Awards Ceremony
Right—Harlan and family posing outside of the homestead
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2016 Financial Summary

The Wright SWCD does not have taxing authority, and relies on support from Wright County ($447,100), which enables
the SWCD to leverage and secure additional technical assistance funds and financial assistance funds for Wright County
landowners.
Wright SWCD Revenues

Project, Easements and CRP Funds (paid out)

Wright SWCD Cooperative Programs
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Minnesota Water Quality Certification Program (MAWQCP)
The Minnesota Agricultural Water Quality Certification Program (MAWQCP) is a voluntary opportunity for farmers
and agricultural landowners to take the lead in implementing conservation practices that protect Minnesota’s waters.
Those who implement and maintain approved farm management practices will be certified and in turn obtain State
regulatory certainty for a period of ten years.
This program certifies farmers for managing the land within their operation in a way that
protects water quality. Agricultural operations and landowners seeking certification undergo a
three step process. Local conservation professionals assist farmers throughout the certification
process.
Step 1: Application - a self-verification by producers that they are meeting existing
Minnesota laws and regulations regarding water quality
Step 2: Assessment - evaluation of each field within an operation using the assessment tool
Step 3: Verification - on-farm field verification by a MAWQCP licensed certifier
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Certified Farms in
Wright County

Signed Contracts to be
Certified

Wright Cooperative Weed Management Area (CWMA)
In 2008, the Wright CWMA was formed in Wright County to address concerns of threats to native aquatic, wetland, and
terrestrial systems posed by invasive plant species. Currently, the Wright SWCD, in cooperation with Minnesota
Department of Natural Resources (MNDNR), Minnesota Department of Agriculture (MDA), Minnesota Department of
Transportation (MDOT), Wright County’s Commissioners, Townships, Highway and Parks Department, along with
private landowners, have come together to control the spread of Wild Parsnip, Tansey and other invasive species.
However, much more participation from private landowners and railroad companies is needed to make the control effort
successful in the future.
Summary of 2016 Actions
Annual Meeting in March noted the following
 County Ag Inspector (CAI) Erik Heuring sent letters to private landowners
with infestations, accompanied by a follow up with landowners on
treatment
 District awarded the CWMA Grant 2016 - 2018 (BWSR)
 Improved communications between MNDOT and railroad companies for
right-of-way treatment, and meetings with both groups during Spring of
2016.
 Working with Meeker County on forming a CWMA
Website Update Included
 What is the best time to mow and spray noxious
weeds
 Township maps showing weed infestation areas

$1,319.11
Reimbursement for
chemical in 2016

Flowering Wild Parsnip
(shown during summer months)
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Outreach and Education

Wright SWCD had a booth at the Wright County Breakfast on the
Farm held on June 18th at the Goodview Farm in Waverly.

Each spring and fall the Wright SWCD holds a 5th Grade Education
Field Day at Ney Park. In 2016 over 700 students learned about
macroinvertebrates, pheasant habitat, fisheries, bees, furs, skulls,
mushrooms, and aquatic invasive species.

The Wright SWCD completed nitrate testing for 70 wells for county
residents at the Wright County Fair in July of 2016.

A Grazing Management Field Day was held in July 2016 for
livestock farmers to learn more about rotational grazing, pasture
forages, soil health, and financial assistance programs through
USDA. Speakers included Rod Greder - UM-Extension Educator,
Tom Gervais - NRCS Grazing Specialist, and Katie Evans - NRCS
Soil Conservation Technician.

Wright County Extension and Wright SWCD/NRCS held a
Subsurface Drip Irrigation (SDI) field day for area farmers.

Buffers
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In 2016, the Wright SWCD used geospatial
mapping software to assess all public water
adjacent parcels to identify whether they
will be compliant with the 2017/2018
buffer legislation requirements.
The SWCD worked with the Board of
Water and Soil Resources (BWSR) and
MNDNR to ensure that expectations for
landowners were clear.

Left: Findings from this assessment, indicating preliminary
determination of compliance
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Wetland Conservation Act

The MN Wetland Conservation Act (WCA) is administered locally by Local Governmental Units (LGU’s) such as the
Wright SWCD and some cities within Wright County. The primary goal of WCA is to achieve no net loss in the
quantity and quality of wetlands in Wright County and throughout Minnesota. Regulated activities under WCA include
draining, filling, and in some cases excavation. Contact us if you have any questions about wetland regulation or who is
the current LGU in your area. Wetland services provided by the district include and are not limited to:













Assist landowners in determining where wetlands may exist on their property and regulatory implications of
proposed projects
Review and issue decisions on wetland delineations
Review and issue decisions on exemption/no-loss applications
Review and issue decisions on wetland replacement plan applications
Review and issue decisions on wetland bank applications
Investigate and assist with the enforcement of WCA violations
Review replacement wetland monitoring requirements
Serve as a member of the Technical Evaluation Panel (TEP)
Speak at educational events
Assist landowners interested in enrolling lands into various wetland conservation
programs
Provide technical assistance for completing wetland delineations and WCA
applications for cities and townships
The Wright SWCD will assist local road
Assist landowners with any questions they may have regarding wetlands in
authorities in completing wetland
general
delineations and applications for the

repair of a roads that do not meet
2016 Accomplishments
current road safety standards. The steep
 Responded to approximately 440 landowner contacts regarding wetlands
road shoulder in the above image
 Participated in 55 Technical Evaluation Panel (TEP) meetings
represents a legitimate safety concern
 Reviewed 19 wetland delineation reports
for the traveling public. The BWSR
Road Replacement Program allows
 Reviewed 1 exemption and 3 no-loss applications
local road authorities to make these
 Reviewed 2 replacement plan applications proposing to permanently impact
repairs without bearing the high cost of
16,286 sf of wetlands
 Investigated 32 potential WCA violations, resolved 4 informally, 1 is still pending wetland mitigation.
final resolution, and 3 formal Restoration Orders were drafted.
 Hosted and assisted with the 1 day delineation training course sponsored by the U of M’s MN Wetland Delineator
Certification Program
 Completed 1 wetland delineation report on behalf of Corinna Township for a road repair project

The maintenance of drainage is crucial for agricultural producers to avoid the loss of crops and pastureland due to flooding. Drainage
maintenance is oftentimes legal under the various state and federal wetland laws, however, some individuals improve drainage rather than
maintain the drainage that was there historically. The Wright SWCD relies on complaints and the review of aerial photography to identify potential
wetland violations and work towards resolving them. The above images illustrate a potential wetland violation where a 3 acre wetland has been
converted to row crop agriculture.

Water Management
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Citizen Volunteer Lake Monitoring Program

Above: Lakes participating in citizen lake monitoring.

The Minnesota Pollution Control Agency (MPCA) is seeking
volunteers for its citizen monitoring programs. Volunteers track
water clarity, which helps the MPCA learn more about a lake or
stream’s water quality. “I thought it would be an interesting thing
to do for a summer. Little did I know that I would still be at it
three decades later.” says Jim Svobodny, volunteer. Data
collected by volunteers is used by the MPCA to determine if
improving or declining water quality exists. Identifying these
trends is one of the first steps in protecting or improving water
quality throughout the state.
Find out if your favorite lake or stream needs monitoring by
using the MPCA’s interactive map at:
http://www.pca.state.mn.us/d4awwwd.
To become a volunteer or learn more about the program, visit the
program’s website at: www.pca.state.mn.us/cmp,
or call 651-296-6300 (Twin Cities) or 800-657-3864 (Greater
MN).

By the Numbers
1

2002

the number of
hours each sample
takes to collect

the year most
lakes started
monitoring

29

5

the number of
the number of
lakes participating samples taken at
in 2016
each lake per year

$250
Cost for a lake to
participate in
2017
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Water Management

Martha Iron Enhanced Sand Filter
The filter was installed near Martha Lake and Charlotte
Lake in Wright County, Minnesota in the fall of 2012. It
receives runoff from approximately 19 acres of farm
land used for crops and livestock via a tile drain. The
filter is located on land that is currently used to pasture
cattle. As water passes through the filter, phosphorus is
removed.
From May through July, 2016, samples were collected
from six storm events totaling 4.19 inches and 810,000
liters of treated runoff. The mass of phosphate was 35.9
grams, and 5.5 grams were discharged in the effluent.
Treatment rates ranged from 66% to 96% with an
overall phosphorus reduction of 85%.
Above: Photo of the Martha iron/sand filter.

Discovery Farms

Above: A graph of soil lost from the DF over the past five years. Credit
MAWRC/MDA

2011-2014

2015 - 2016

years corn was
grown

years alfalfa was
grown

32

15

number of tile samples
taken in 2016

number of surface
runoff samples taken
in 2016

Water samples are collected at the edge of the
field on a farm in Howard Lake (surface and tile).
The graph on the left notes the dramatic
difference in soil loss after a crop rotation from
corn to alfalfa in 2015. The perennial vegetation
helps hold the sediment on the landscape.
Phosphorus loss was also significantly less,
averaging 0.81 lbs/acre in 2015 and 0.41 lbs/acre
in 2016, compared to 2-3 lbs/acre from 20122014.
This demonstrates how a crop rotation can help
rebuild soil nutrients and health. Amount of
rainfall also plays a vital role in runoff.

Water Management
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Aquatic Invasive Species (AIS)
AIS can cause damage to the ecology and/or the economy of a
lake. Sadly, there were several introductions of AIS to Wright
County lakes in 2016. Possibly the most significant was the
introduction of starry stonewort at West Lake Sylvia. Wright
SWCD contributed over $13,000 to help treat and contain the
infestation. Boaters are urged to check their boats for foreign
matter both before and after entering a lake or river.
Above: Kerry Saxton, investigates starry stonewort on Lake Koronis

Aquatic Invasive Species By the Numbers
14,335

408

Number of boat
inspections in Wright Co.

Number of free
decontaminations

$240,000

36

State funds to prevent the
spread of AIS in Wright
Co.

Number of public
accesses that had
inspectors

>$13,000

40

Spent by Wright SWCD
to treat starry stonewort
on Lake Sylvia

Number of Wright
County lakes with
Eurasian watermilfoil

Total AIS Funds Available in 2016

Above: A breakdown of how Wright SWCD spent 2016 AIS funds

Early Zebra Mussel Detection Pilot
Wright County Coalition of Lake Associations partnered with
Wright SWCD to provide monitoring plates for 12 lakes to detect
new zebra mussel infestations near public access. Results showed
no zebra mussels were found. The program will continue in 2017.
Above: Zebra mussel size
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Water Management

Crow River Monitoring at Rockford
Met Council and the Wright SWCD partner on collecting water quality data. Every two weeks year-round the Wright
SWCD takes a grab sample at the Hwy 55 bridge over the Crow River in Rockford. General observations on the river’s
current conditions such as flow level, vegetation or recent weather are recorded. In addition, a list sampling parameters
such as chloride, total sediment solids, phosphorus, and bacteria. The samples are then sent to the Met Council’s lab in
St. Paul.

Above: 2016 daily average flow, sample flow, and precipitation.

Above: 1998 - 2016 daily average flow, sample flow, and precipitation.

Right: This shows the downward trend in
Phosphorus do to wastewater plant upgrades
in the North Fork and South Fork Watersheds.

Groundwater Level Monitoring Program
Since 1944, DNR has managed a statewide network of water level observation wells
(obwells). Data from these wells are used to assess groundwater resources, determine
long term trends, interpret impacts of pumping and climate, plan for water conservation,
evaluate water conflicts, and otherwise manage the water resource. The Wright Soil and
Water Conservation District, under contract with DNR, measures 24 wells monthly and
reports the readings to DNR.

Food Plots
In 2016, the Wright SWCD joined with Wright County Pheasants Forever (WCPF) and Dahlman Farm Inc. to
provide corn, soybeans and grain seed mixes to establish 374.5 acres of food plots. WCPF also participated in the
District’s 5th Grade Environmental Educational Field Days at Ney Park.
Seed Donated in 2016 included:


146 bags of corn



129 bags of soybeans



10 bags of Winter Shield Mix



5 bags of Rooster Booster Mix



5 bags of Dove/Quail Mix

Local volunteers of the Pheasants Forever Chapter of
Wright County have completed 1,171 habitat
projects and planted over 15,000 trees impacting
8,222 acres for wildlife. Since 1985, the Wright
County Pheasants Forever (WCPF) has spent over
$6 million in the local community to benefit youth
education and wildlife habitat conservation efforts
including 11 land acquisitions which permanently
protect 1,310 acres.

Above: 2016 Veteran Waterfowl Hunt

Conservation Corps
Beginning in the summer of 2016, the Wright SWCD welcomed
Jessica Wyatt from Conservation Corps Minnesota & Iowa as the
District’s summer intern. The Conservation Corps Minnesota & Iowa
allows young individuals to gain experience in the field prior to
entering the job market. During her summer with the District, Jessica
assisted with the inventory of Judicial Ditch 15, identifying areas
where side inlets could help, areas lacking buffers, and other potential
conservation projects. She also worked with the conservation
technician to assess buffer compliance throughout the County using
GIS, and helped develop educational and promotional materials.
Jessica worked with the Wright County Parks Department to conduct
water sampling on five county beaches, to test bacteria. She also got
the chance to assist with wetland delineations. Wrapping up the
summer, Jessica got to meet and engage with Wright County residents
at the County fair in late August.
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Completed Conservation Projects

The Wright SWCD and Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS) provided the technical assistance for several
projects. These projects were funded through multiple sources. These funding sources included: the involved landowner,
BWSR, MNDNR, Metro Conservation Districts (MCD), NRCS and/or the Wright SWCD.
Project Partner: Landowner & CWF

Marysville Twp. - Grade Stabilization Structure
Project Partner: Landowner & BWSR

Marysville Twp. - 3 Water & Sediment Control Basins
Project Partner: Landowner & CWF

Project Partner: Landowner & NRCS

Victor Twp. - Grade Stabilization Structure
Project Partner: Landowner & BWSR

Marysville Twp. - Water & Sediment Control Basin
Project Partner: Landowner, Waverly Lake Association, CWF

Corinna Twp. - 2 Water & Sediment Control Basins Marysville Twp. - 3 Water & Sediment Control Basins
Project Partner: Landowner & State Cost-Share

Chatham Twp. - Vegetated Treatment Area

Partner: Landowner, Sugar Lake Association, CWF

Corinna Twp. - 3 Water & Sediment Control Basins

Completed Conservation Projects
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Project Partner: Landowner, MNDNR, Ducks Unlimited, City of St. Michael

City of St. Michael - Streambank Stabilization

City of Otsego - Grade Stabilization Structure

Total Project Funds
$351,033.65

Total Pollution Reductions
89.45

136.95

107.42

Sediment (tons/year)

Soil Loss (tons/year)

Phosphorus (lbs./year)

Natural Resources Conservation Service
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Environmental Quality Incentives Program (EQIP)
The Environmental Quality Incentives Program is a federal program administered by the NRCS and assisted by the
Wright Soil and Water Conservation District. EQIP provides technical and financial assistance to assist crop, livestock
and other agricultural producers with environmental and conservation improvements to their operations.
In 2016, EQIP paid Wright County agricultural producers $35,081 to implement
conservation practices on the land, and there was $32,030 in EQIP funds obligated
toward 6 new contracts for Wright County agricultural producers to implement
conservation practices.
Summary of Practices Implemented through EQIP in 2016
1

Agricultural Energy Management Plan CAP

1

Comprehensive Nutrient Management Plan CAP

1

Seasonal High Tunnel

2

Water & Sediment Control Basins

1,610 feet

Grassed Waterways

10.3 acres

Forage & Biomass Plantings for Pasture

27.8 acres

Prescribed Grazing

2.8 acres

Brush Management—Buckthorn Control

41 acres

Cover Crop

1,739 feet

Pipeline for Prescribed Grazing Systems

4 each

Livestock Watering Tanks

Conservation Stewardship Program
The Conservation Stewardship Program is a voluntary program that encourages producers to address resource
concerns in a comprehensive manner by undertaking additional conservation activities and improving, maintaining
and managing existing conservation activities.
In 2016, $79,352 was provided to Wright County agricultural producers through the Conservation Stewardship
Program.











Common CSP enhancements include:
Creating forest openings to improve hardwood stands
Establish pollinator habitat
Extend filter strips for water quality protection
Harvest hay in such a way to allow wildlife to flush and escape
Use drift reducing nozzles to reduce pesticide drift
Use GPS and targeted spray application technology
Use grazing management to improve wildlife habitat
Use of cover crop mixes
Use of deep rooted crops to breakup soil compaction

In 2016, there was $100,600 in CSP
funds obligated toward 8 new contracts
for Wright County agricultural producers
to implement conservation practices.

Buffalo NRCS Field Office Receives First
Minnesota Earth Team Cup Award
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On January 23, 2017 Cathee Pullman, State Conservationist, Minnesota Natural Resources Conservation Service
(NRCS) presented the Buffalo NRCS Field Office (FO) with the traveling Minnesota Earth Team Cup Award for it’s
participation in the Earth Team Program in Fiscal Year 2016. The Buffalo FO is the first NRCS in Minnesota to ever
receive this award recognition.
The Minnesota Earth Team Cup Award annually recognizes offices with the most Earth Team Volunteer participation
by means of a traveling cup. “This is a way that NRCS can recognize its offices for their support of the Earth Team
Volunteer Program (ETV),” said Cathee Pullman, MN NRCS State Conservationist. “The ETV program helps the
NRCS accomplish work that it otherwise might not with existing staff levels. It serves as an effective outreach and
communication tool for promoting the services of NRCS.”
The Buffalo FO had three individual volunteers in Fiscal Year 2016 who volunteered a total of 144.5 hours. Jessica
Beske, one of the ETV for the Buffalo FO, volunteered 100 hours in Fiscal Year 2016. Jessica spent the majority of
her volunteering time assisting the FO in completing site inspections of existing Conservation Reserve Program land
for re-enrollment into the program. From May - August 2016 she helped complete site inspections for 37 Wright
County landowners, on over 583 acres. During her site inspections Jessica identified native grasses, forbs, cool season
grasses, legumes, trees, and shrubs. Her volunteer work enabled the FO to complete eligibility reviews on time and
provide program information to Wright County landowners.
“Our office has benefited from recruiting volunteers who have assisted with engineering surveys, Conservation
Reserve Program field inspections, outreach efforts, and administrative tasks,” said Julie Reberg, District
Conservationist at the Buffalo FO. “Volunteers who show dedication, strong work ethic, and willingness to learn gain
valuable experience. We are proud to have had two volunteers go on to gain positions with the NRCS.”
For more information regarding the ETV program in Minnesota please visit the Minnesota NRCS website, or contact
Katie Evans, Area IV ETV Coordinator at Katie.Evans@mn.usda.gov, or by phone at (763) 682-1933.

Earth Team volunteers work
side-by-side with
conservation professionals
and are an integral part of
the conservation
partnership. The Earth Team
offers many new
opportunities for people
who are interested in
volunteering to improve
natural resources. People
who are 14 years old and
older can volunteer.
Volunteers can work
part-time or full-time, work
outdoors or inside a local
NRCS field office,
individually, or as a group.

From left to right (back) – Kerry Saxton – Wright SWCD District Manager, Tim Wilson – NRCS Assistant State
Conservationist for Field Offices, Katie Evans – NRCS Soil Conservation Technician, Julie Reberg – NRCS District
Conservationist, Alicia O’Hare – Wright SWCD Water Resource Specialist, Kelly Bistodeau – Wright SWCD Conservation
Aide; (front) Eric Mattson – Wright SWCD Conservation Technician, Dan Nadeau– Wright SWCD Resource
Conservationist, Diane Sander – CROW Coordinator, Cathee Pullman – Minnesota NRCS State Conservationist, and
Charlene Brooks – CROW Water Resource Specialist

Wright SWCD Cooperative Programs
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One Watershed, One Plan, North Fork Crow River
In 2012, legislation was passed in Minnesota to help natural resource managers in the water planning process
improve the targeting of efforts to priority areas and locate projects which will achieve water quality goals. In
addition, it was felt this effort should create consistency in water planning and consolidate the over 200 Water
Management Plans produced by a multitude of government entities to 81 plans based upon Minnesota’s major
watersheds. This is an effort to increase management efficiency as well as help focus targeting while
implementing efforts to increase water quality.
In July 2014, the Crow River Organization of Water (CROW) received
funding for a “One Watershed One Plan (1W1P)” project through the Board
of Water and Soil Resources (BWSR). To develop the 1W1P, the CROW (a
Joint Powers Board) has partnered with 6 Soil and Water Conservation
Districts, 2 Watershed Districts, and 7 Counties to produce a plan that will
reflect the unique characteristics and needs in the North Fork Crow River
Watershed. The Wright SWCD is one of the involved Districts. This is an
opportunity to use innovative planning techniques to incorporate both
surface and ground water concerns into 1 plan for the entire 949,087 acres
of the North Fork Crow River Watershed.
The comprehensive watershed plan for the North Fork of the Crow River is
expected to be finished at the end of 2017. Once in place this plan will be
uniformly adopted in 6 counties. Grant money will also be made available
to help implement projects.

Tree Program
The Wright SWCD distributed an informational packet which included an informational letter, 2016 Order Blank,
Specie Description Sheet and Spacing Guide for windbreak plantings. All orders were filled on a first come, first served
basis. In 2016 the SWCD sold 37,925 trees.

2008

2009

2010

2011

43,805

38,950

34,300

30,700

Past Tree Sales

2012

2013

2014

2015

25,145

18,300

25,805

27,325

Reinvest in Minnesota (RIM)
Reinvest In Minnesota (RIM) is a BWSR administered program that restores wetlands and grasslands through
permanent conservation easements on privately owned lands. This program is funded through the Outdoor
Heritage Fund of the Clean Water, Land and Legacy Amendment. RIM keeps private lands in private
ownership and on local tax rolls while contributing to the state’s conservation and water quality goals. In 2016,
the Wright SWCD participated in the implementation of 4 RIM conservation easements that enrolled 209.6
acres in this program. These marginal cropland acres will be restored permanently to wetlands, trees and
grassland cover providing ideal wildlife habitat and riparian buffers.

Conservation Team
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Wright SWCD Board of Supervisors

left to right) Mike Zieska, Christopher Uecker,
Mark McNamara, Duane Dahlman, and Mary Wetter
(From

Wright SWCD Staff
(From left to right)
Alicia O’Hare - Water Management Specialist
Pam Kuhn - Administrative Assistant
Kerry Saxton - District Manager
Dan Nadeau - Resource Conservationist
Luke Johnson - Sr. Engineering Technician
Eric Mattson - Conservation Technician
Andrew Grean - Wetland Resource Conservationist
Sandra Hessedal - Office Assistant

CROW

(From left to right) Charlene
Brooks and Diane Sander

2016 Wright County
Board of
Commissioners

left to right) Christine Husom,
Mark Daleiden, Pat Sawatzke,
Michael Potter, and Charles Borrell
(From

NRCS

(From left to right) Katie Evans, Julie
Reberg, and Kelly Bistodeau

